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Progʻ ram/Unit Review at Hawai i Community College is a shared governance responsibility 

related to strategic planning and quality assurance. Annual and 3-year Comprehensive 

Reviews are important planning tools for the College’s budget process. This ongoing 

systematic assessment process supports achievement of Program/Unit and Institutional 

Outcomes. Evaluated through a college-wide procedure, all completed Program/Unit Reviews 

are available to the College and community at large to enhance communication and public 

accountability.  Please see http://hawaii.hawaii.edu/files/program-unit-review/ 

 

Please remember that this review should be written in a professional manner. Mahalo. 

http://hawaii.hawaii.edu/files/program-unit-review/
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PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 

Describe the Program 

Provide the short 

description as listed in the 

current catalog. 

This program provides students with a solid background in the field of 

Administration of Justice by offering a variety of courses designed to 

prepare students for careers within the criminal justice system. The 

program combines the scientific study of law enforcement, the court 

system and corrections, along with a focus on the administration of 

these systems. An important component of the program is the study of 

the causes and effects of crime and the ways in which society responds 

to such behavior. 

This program is designed to prepare students to obtain a two-year 

degree with the knowledge and skills needed to enter a career upon 

graduation. It also academically prepares students who wish to continue 

their degree at a four-year institution. A student who successfully 

completes 12 credits of AJ courses at HawCC may receive up to 6 

additional AJ credits for completing basic police recruit training as 

required by government law enforcement agencies. 

An internship program is also available to students who wish to earn 

college credit by working in the AJ field. Students can earn up to 6 

credits, which can be applied to the program. Students interested in the 

internship program should contact the AJ Coordinator. 

Provide and discuss the 

program’s mission (or goals 

and objectives if no 

program mission statement 

is available). 

The mission of the Associate of Science Degree in Administration of 

Justice is to provide student majors with a solid background in the field 

of the Administration of Justice by offering a variety of courses 

designed to prepare students for entry level careers within the criminal 

justice system and related agencies and organizations that service youth 

and adult offenders. 
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Comprehensive Review information: Required for ARPD Web Submission 

Provide the year and URL for the location of this program’s last Comprehensive Review on the HawCC 

Program/Unit Review website: http://hawaii.hawaii.edu/files/program-unit-review/ 

Year 2009 

URL http://hawaii.hawaii.edu/files/program-unit-

review/docs/2009_aj_comprehensive_instructional_program_review.pdf 

Provide a short summary 

regarding the last 

Comprehensive Review for 

this program. Discuss any 

significant changes to the 

program since the last 

Comprehensive Review 

that are not discussed 

elsewhere in this review. 

The last comprehensive review for AJ program on file is for Jul 1, 2006 

– June 30, 2009 dated Dec 3, 2009. Program faculty/coordinator has 

been on extended leave. However, program staff is committed to 

complete upcoming comprehensive program review with the assistance 

of the department chair. 

QUANTITATIVE INDICATORS 

ARPD                                                                                                                     Data 

Please attach a copy of the program’s ARPD data tables and submit with the Program 

Review document. 

a) If you will be submitting the Program Review document in hard copy, print and 

staple a copy of the data tables to the submission; the icon to print the data tables is 

on the upper right side, just above the data tables. 

OR 

b) If you will be submitting the Program Review document in digital form, attach a 

PDF copy of the data tables along with the digital submission; the icon to download 

the data tables as a PDF is in the upper right side, just above the data tables. 

 
Program data can be found on the ARPD website:  http://www.hawaii.edu/offices/cc/arpd/ 

 

ANALYSIS OF THE PROGRAM’s DATA 

http://hawaii.hawaii.edu/files/program-unit-review/
http://www.hawaii.edu/offices/cc/arpd/
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Analyze the program’s ARPD data for the review period. 

Describe, discuss, and provide context for the data, including the program’s health scores in the 

following categories: 

Demand The demand health call of the program is “unhealthy” based on # of majors 

(86) to # of jobs at the county level (16). However if you look at the # of 

majors (86) to the # of jobs statewide (138), it would result in a healthy 

program. Often graduates will relocate to another island due to better job 

opportunities. 

 
 

Another possible reason for the “unhealthy” status is because the current CIP 

code 43.0107 (Criminal Justice/Police Science) does not fit the AJ program’s 

description as stated in the college’s catalog. CIP code 43.0107 fails to take 

into account the breadth and depth of the AJ program. The AJ program does 

not focus primarily on educating and training law enforcement officers. Most 

AJ majors seek careers in the court system, corrections, and non-profit & 

private entities that interface with the AJ system, such as group and half-way 

houses, alcohol & drug treatment, reintegration projects that service offenders. 

 
 

In conclusion, the CIP code 43.0107 (Criminal Justice/Police Science) may be 

the cause for the demand health call to be unhealthy. It is suggested that CIP 

code should be changed to 43.0104 (Criminal Justice/Safety Studies). 

Efficiency A fill rate 60.4% down by 7.5% from the previous year results in a Efficiency 

health call of Cautionary. 

However, the number of majors to one BOR FTE appointed faculty 86:1 is 

unhealthy. Effective 8/1/12, the AJ program acquired a “special funded” FTE 

APT position.  However, the ARPD only recognizes G-funded positions. 

Cautionary indicator for efficiency could improve if the APT position was 

G-funded, and not doing so may result in a efficiency health call to downgrade 

to an unhealthy status. 

Effectiveness The AJ program has a Healthy call for effectiveness with an 81% completion 

rate (down from previous year). The persistence rates from Fall to Spring & 

Fall to Fall is 67.8% and 51.3% respectively. Degrees awarded was 26 which 

is an increase by 9 from the previous year.  Five transferred to UH 4-yr 
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 institution. Out of the 5, 4 transferred without credential from program. Often 

times, AJ majors will encounter a situation where they only have one class left 

to take for the AS in AJ. Students in this situation can do a reverse transfer to 

UHH, thus leading to AJ majors transferring to UHH before completing AS in 

AJ or receiving it in abstentia. 

Overall Health The overall health of the AJ program is “Unhealthy” is primarily due to the 

cautionary indicator for program efficiency with only 1 BOR FTE appointed 

faculty position to 86 majors (1:86). 

A remedy to improve unhealthy indicator to the overall health of the AJ 

program is to request the current APT position that is “special” funded to be 

seriously considered as a viable general funded budget item. The APT 

position duties include, but are not limited to, student academic advising, 

community engagement projects, advising the student AJ club, program data 

management. 

In spring 2015, the one FTE AJ Coordinator/Instructor went on sabbatical 

leave. In fall 2015 and spring 2016, she went on Health Leave, teaching only 

one online course for the period. This has been a tremendous challenge for the 

program, since the maintainance of the program has fallen on the Temporary 

APT and the Dept. Chair--both who have extended their time and energy to 

maintain the program without extra compensation. 

 

Even with the deficit of the leadership of the FTE AJ Coordinator/Instructor 

during this AY, and with the drop in overall college enrollment, the program 

has shown an increase in the number of Degrees and Certificates awarded in 

15-16 from 17 (in AY 14-15) to 26 (in AY 15-16) which is a 35% increase. 

Thus, even the call based on traditional formulaic data is “Unhealthy”, by 

digging deeper, the program despite its challenges is producing greater results 

in terms of completers and closing the achievement gap of NHs. The way this 

call is calculated needs to be revisited, so the true health of the program can be 

reflected. 

Distance Education There is a question of ARPD accuracy with the 15-16 column # of distance 

education classes taught as 3 as it should be 6. Moreover, the enrollment 

stated is 55. However in checking banner data, there were 93 enrolled 

students. Having said this, the “fill-rate” may not be accurate. This could be a 

reason as to the drastic decline in the fill rate at 61% as compared to previous 
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 year of 90%. Despite the discrepancies, successful completion rate 

(Equivalent C or higher) was at 80% and only 5 students withdrew from DE 

courses which is down by 2 from the previous year. Student workshops on 

how and what to expect? 

AJ 101 (3cr – Intro to AJ) & AJ 131 (1 cr - Ethics in Public Services) are core 

requirement courses and they are offered every semester.  AJ 101 is 

periodically offered online in Fall or Spring and regularly online during 

Summer session.  AJ 131 is only offered online every semester.  On a 

rotational basis, AJ elective courses (AJ 208, AJ 285) were also offered online. 

 
 

The program has 1 FTE faculty, 4 adjunct lecturers that are able to deliver 

online classes. Offering evening or weekend online course development 

training could give adjunct lecturers who are criminal justice professionals that 

work full-time during the week an opportunity to learn web course delivery. 

Offering more courses online could alleviate the classroom space challenges 

that are encountered every semester. 

Perkins Core 

Indicators 

(if applicable) 

The program does not meet Perkins 2P1 Completion and 4P1 Student 

Placement core indicators & they are defined as follows: 

 
 

For indicator 2P1 Completion, UH OVPCC defines it as: 

Credential, Certificate, or Degree, "Student attainment of an 

industry-recognized credential, a certificate, or a degree". 

 
 

For indicator 4P1 Student Placement, UH OVPCC defines it as : 

Student Placement, "Student Placement in military service or apprenticeship 

programs, or placement or retention in employment, including placement in 

high skill, high wage, or high demand occupations or professions". 

 
 

A graduate survey was conducted in Nov 2015 & survey results are attached 

that speaks to Perkins 2P1 & 4P1. Although only 20 out of 82 respondents 

replied to the graduate survey, the replies received appear favorable in meeting 

Perkins indicators that the ARPD shows the program did not meet. Out of the 

20, 7 reported they transferred to 4-year university. Out of the 7, 5 reported 

they transferred to UHH and 1 to UH West Oahu..  Out of the same 20,  5 
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 responded they attended graduate school, naming University of Cincinatti 

(Online master’s program) and UH Manoa - Masters in Social Work. 

Moreover, when asked “How well did Hawaii CC prepare you for 

employment?” 17 of the 20 responded between Very well (9), Well(4), and 

Moderately Well (3). The survey showed that 10 of the 20 were employed 

full-time and held job positions such as General Manager, Case Manager, 

Mental Health Counselor, Business Owner, and Assistance Area Manager. 

Performance Funding 

Indicators (if 

applicable) 

Even with the deficit of the leadership of the FTE AJ Coordinator/Instructor 

during this AY, and with the drop in overall college enrollment, the program 

has shown an increase in the number of Degrees and Certificates awarded in 

15-16 from 17 (in AY 14-15) to 26 (in AY 15-16) which is a 35% increase. 

There is also an increase in Degrees and Certificates awarded to NH from 10 

(in AY 14-15) to 13 (in AY 15-16) which is a 23% increase. 

Describe any trends, 

and any internal 

and/or external factors 

that are relevant to 

understanding the 

program’s data. 

As stated earlier, the absence of the FTE AJ Coordinator/Instructor has been a 

tremendous internal factor challenging the stability and evolution of the 

program. Also, external factors which have caused overall enrollment of the 

college to go down is another factor which impacts the health of the program. 

Discuss other 

strengths and 

challenges of the 

program that are 

relevant to 

understanding the 

program’s data. 

The student AJ club has thrived during the AY 2015-2016. Please view 

attached powerpoint of the club achievements. Throughout the year, the AJ 

club met weekly every Thursday from 10am – 11am. A highlight project by 

the AJ club was the “Career Conversations” event where a panel of 5 criminal 

justice & 5 substance abuse treatment professionals shared about their careers 

and entertained student questions. The AJ club collaborated with ASUH 

HawCC student government and Kamehameha Schools Career & Post-High 

Counseling & Guidance program to put on this event. Over 60 students and 

faculty attended.  Evaluations (38) showed that 6 were UHH students. 

Feedback from evaluations were as follows: 

1. This event provided me with a deeper understanding in my career 

interest area 

2. Information shared at this event has reinforced my commitment to my 

chosen career field 

3. Information shared at this event has reinforced my commitment to my 

chosen career field 

4. The knowledge I have gained from this event will help me to make 

more informed career decisions 
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Analyze the program’s IRO data for the year under review. 

Discuss how data/analysis provided by the Institutional Research Office has been used for program 

improvement. (For example, how results from CCSSE or IRO research requests have impacted 

program development.) 

Describe, discuss, and 

provide context for 

the data. 

N/A – did not request info 

Discuss changes made 

as a result of the IRO 

data. 

N/A – did not request info 

 

Report and discuss all major/meaningful actions and activities that occurred in the program 

during the review period.  For example: 

Changes to the 

program’s curriculum 

due to course additions, 

deletions, 

modifications (CRC, 

N/A 

5. This event allowed me to learn things about my career interest area that 

I would otherwise not have known 

6. I would recommend this type of event to other students. 

See attached for more feedback from Career Conversations evaluations. 

The AJ program has been identified as the program to go to for student leaders 

and volunteers. AJ officers are likely to join student government. Kaleb 

Matthews was the AJ club VP, and he became the student government 

president F2015 - S2016 academic year. 
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Fast Track, 

GE-designations), and 

re-sequencing 

 

New 

certificates/degrees 
None. 

Personnel and position 

additions and/or losses. 

 

Other 

major/meaningful 

activities, including 

responses to previous 

CERC feedback. 

AJ club hallmark activity was the Career Conversations event. It was a 

collaborative partnership with the AJ club, the AJ-SUBS programs, 

Kamehameha Schools Higher Education, & HawCC Student Government. 

Career Conversations is meant to be a forum in which students can meet 

and greet with criminal justice and addictions professionals from our 

community. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Describe, analyze, and celebrate the program’s successes and accomplishments. (For example, 

more students were retained/graduated OR the program successfully integrated new 

strategies/technologies.) 

Discuss what the program has 

been doing well. Are there 

areas that needs to be 

maintained and strengthened? 

 
Please provide evidence if 

applicable (ex: program data 

reports, relevant URL linkouns, 

etc.). 

By far, the quality of student leadership in the AJ Club is truly a 

tribute to being of “service to community and service to the 

college.” Since 2013, the AJ Club student officers & student 

members demonstrated excitement in learning how to organize 

campus events and experiencing meaningful participation in various 

community activities such as the Annual Family Peace Walk and 

Candlelight Vigil for survivors and victims of domestic violence in 

the Fall 2015 semester.  The AJ Club organized student work 

groups to paint domestic violence awareness signs. 

Other activities that the AJ Club takes pride in doing is staffing the 

bus station at the Annual Earth Day Fair in Spr 2016 for the second 

year in a row. The club is responsible for the flow of buses. There 

are over 50 busloads of elementary, intermediate, and high school 

youth from schools island wide amounting to over 1500 youth that 
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Describe, analyze, and discuss any challenges and/or obstacles the program has faced. 

Identify and discuss the 

program’s challenges/obstacles. 

As cited above, the absence of the FTE AJ Coordinator/Instructor 

has meant increased pressure and workload on the Temp. APT, 

Dept. Chair, and lecturers in the program. 

Discuss changes and actions 

taken to address those 

challenges, and any results of 

those actions. 

It has resulted in the APT and the lecturers having to take more 

initiative and responsibility for the program, but it is not a 

satisfactory long-term solution. 

Discuss what still needs to be 

done in order to successfully 

meet and overcome these 

challenges. 

In order to bring more stability to the program in a highly deficit 

personnel situation with an unknown ending point, it would be 

advantageous to make the temporary APT position a permanent 

G-Funded position. 

 

 

PROGRAM ACTION PLAN 
 
 

Discuss the program’s prior year's (AY14-15) action plan and results. 

Describe the program’s action 

plan from the prior review 

period and discuss how it was 

Due to the unknown factor of when the FTE Coordinator/Instructor 

was returning to full-time status, a Annual Program Review was not 

submitted for the AY 14-15. However, the APR for AY 13-14 was 

attend Earth Day Fair activities on the upper campus that arrive in a 

2 ½ hour period in the morning when youth groups arrive and again 

in the afternoon when youth attendees leave. 

The Annual Career Opportunity Expo for high school youth from 

East Hawaii gather on Feb 18, 2016 is another activity that the AJ 

Club takes part in every Spring semester. This activity is sponsored 

by the County of Hawaii Office of the Prosecuting attorney to 

develop a comprehensive strategy for Juvenile Justice (Youth 

Builders) to fight the problem of drugs and juvenile delinquency in 

our community. 
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implemented in AY15-16. submitted late on March 2, 2015. From this Program Review there 

was only one Action item which was to “increase the number of AJ 

graduates transferring to 4-year universities.” 

Discuss the results of the action 

plan and the program’s success 

in achieving its goals. 

So, although the data provided by the APRD does not specifically 

provide the number of NH AJ graduates that transferred to UHH, it 

does show that AJ certificates and degrees increased by 35% (from 

17 - 26) and that the number of certificates and degrees received by 

NH increased by 23% (from 10 - 13). So, although it is difficult to 

determine how many NH graduates transferred to UHH in either 

14-15 or 15-16, there is evidence that more NHs are completing 

their degrees. This shows that the program has reached its goal of 

increasing NH educational attainment, but needs to find another 

source of data to determine how many actually transferred to further 

their education. 

Discuss any challenges the 

program had in implementing 

that action plan or achieving its 

goals. 

As stated above, the lack of data which specifically answers the 

question of “how many NHs transferred to UHH or other 4 year 

institutions” is missing, and further research on how to obtain this 

data needs to be undertaken. Itʻs possible with closer collaboration 

with UH-Hilo as cited as an Action Goal for this upcoming AY, that 

these data can be obtained from them. 

 

● Did the program review its website during AY15-16? Please check the box below that 

applies. 

✓ Reviewed website, no changes needed. 

   Reviewed website and submitted change request to webmaster on  (date)  . 

  Reviewed website and will submit change request to webmaster. 

 
 
 

Discuss the program’s overall action plan for AY16-17, based 

on analysis of the Program’s data and the overall results of 

course assessments of student learning outcomes conducted 

during the AY15-16 review period. 

Benchmarks and 

Timelines for 

implementation and 

achievement of goals. 
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Action Goal 1: The AA with a Concentration in AJ was added 

to the curriculum in Fall 2015, this presents an opportunity to 

give students a direct Pathway to the 4 year major at UH-Hilo, 

and increase transfers. Goal 1 would be to increase 

communication and collaboration with UH-Hiloʻs AJ Program 

and set-up a support system in which the “hand off” is more 

seamless and student-centered and tracking of HawCC 

gradutes can be better accomplished. 

Benchmarks/Timelines 

Documented 

discussions in AY 

16-17 and fall 2017, 

with re-evaluation in 

sp. 2017 

How can this action Goal lead to improvements in student learning and attainment of the 

program’s learning outcomes (PLOs)?  

If students are motivated to continue onto a 4-year degree this will be an effective measure of 

their engagement in the curriculum of the program as well as evidence of attainment of PLO 

#4 which seeks to motivate students to go on to further education in the AJ or related fields. 

Action Goal 2: The two Certificates of Competence in 

Homeland Security and Criminal Justice Addictions Specialist 

need to be better marketed, publicized and integrated into 

outreach efforts into the community. 

Benchmarks/Timelines 

On-going through AY 

2016-17, and then 

re-evaluated for its 

relevance to 

community needs. 

How can this action Goal lead to improvements in student learning and attainment of the 

program’s learning outcomes (PLOs)? 

Because the numbers of majors in these certificates has been small, it is difficult to assess what 

improvements to student learning need to occur. However, this Action Goal is relevant to PLO 

#2 and #4 in which the program seeks to address the development of entry level and career 

ladder opportunities for students in new and evolving specialized careers in the AJ field. 

Action Goal 3: Consult with Financial Aid staff to gain updated 

information on the support for Certificates and how best to 

advise students to leverage their pathway from a Certificate to 

a 2 year degree to a 4 year degree given the stricter 

requirements for completion of each level of education in a 

timely manner. 

Benchmarks/Timelines 

On-going through AY 

2016-17. 
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RESOURCE IMPLICATIONS 

 
 

 

 
 

For budget asks in the allowed categories (see above): 

Describe the needed item(s) in 

detail. 

 

Include estimated cost(s) and 

timeline(s) for procurement. 

 

Explain how the item(s) aligns  

How can this action Goal lead to improvements in student learning and attainment of the 

program’s learning outcomes (PLOs)? 

This Action Goal seeks to better support students, so they can make the best choices for 

themselves in either stopping out and seeking employment or continuing on to further 

education at each of the levels of attainment of the certificate, 2-year, and 4-year degrees in the 

field. 

Please provide a brief statement about any implications of or challenges with the 

program’s current operating resources. 

This program needs to make the APT position permanent and G-Funded. 
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http://hawaii.hawaii.edu/sites/default/files/docs/strategic-plan/hawcc-strategic-directions-2015-20 

21.pdf 

 

LEARNING OUTCOMES ASSESSMENT 

For all parts of this section, please provide information based on CLO (course learning outcomes) 

assessments conducted in AY 2015-16, and information on the aligned (PLOs) program learning 

outcomes assessed through those course assessments. 

 
If applicable, please also include information about any PLO assessment projects voluntarily 

conducted by the program’s faculty/staff. 

 
Evidence of Industry Validation and Participation in Assessment (for CTE programs only) 

Provide documentation that the Program has submitted evidence and achieved certification or 

accreditation from an organization granting certification in an industry or profession. If the 

program/degree/certificate does not have a certifying body, you may submit evidence of the 

program’s advisory committee’s/board’s recommendations for, approval of, and/or participation 

in assessment(s). Please attach copy of industry validation for the year under review and 

submit with the document. 

 
Courses Assessed 

In AY 2015-16, no courses were assessed due to the overwhelming workload which fell on 

the APT, with the absence of the FTE Coordinator/Instructor of the program. The program 

is committed to getting back on track with its assessment schedule, and will meet with the 

AC to re-evaluate and re-invigorate the schedule to be more reasonable and effective, given 

its current deficit personnel situation. 

 

● List all program courses assessed during AY 2015-16, including those courses for which a 

follow-up “Closing the Loop” assessment was implemented during the review year. 

 
 

Assessed Course 

Alpha, No., & Title 

Semester     

assessed 

CLOs 

assessed 

(CLO# & 

text) 

CLO-to-PLO 

alignment 

(aligned PLO# & text) 

    

with one or more of the 

strategic initiatives of 

2015-2021 Strategic Directions. 

http://hawaii.hawaii.edu/sites/default/files/docs/strategic-plan/hawcc-strategic-directions-2015-2021.pdf
http://hawaii.hawaii.edu/sites/default/files/docs/strategic-plan/hawcc-strategic-directions-2015-2021.pdf
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“Closing the Loop” 

Assessments Alpha, 

No., & Title 

Semeste 

r 

assessed 

CLOs assessed 

(CLO# & text) 

CLO-to-PLO 

alignment 

(aligned PLO# & text) 

    

    

    

    

 

 

Assessment Strategies 

For each course assessed in AY 2015-16 listed above, provide a brief description of the 

assessment strategy, including: 

a description of the type 

of student work or 

activity assessed (e.g., 
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research paper, lab 

report, hula 

performance, etc.); 

 

a description of who 

conducted the 

assessment (e.g., the 

faculty member who 

taught the course, or a 

group of program 

faculty, or the program’s 

advisory council 

members, etc.); 

 

a description of how 

student artefacts were 

selected for assessment 

(did the assessment 

include summative 

student work from all 

students in the course or 

section, OR were 

student works selected 

based on a 

representative sample of 

students in each section 

of the course?); 

 

a brief discussion of the 

assessment 

rubric/scoring guide 

that identifies 

criteria/categories and 

standards. 

 

 

Expected Levels of Achievement 

● For each course assessed in AY 2015-16, indicate the benchmark goal for student success for 

each CLO assessed. 

▪ example 1: “85% of students will Meet Standard or Exceed Standard for CLO#1”; 

▪ example 2: “80% of students will attain Competency or Mastery of CLO#4.” 
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Assessed Course 

Alpha, No., & Title 

Benchmark Goal for Student Success for Each CLO Assessed 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

Results of Course Assessments 

For each course assessed in AY 2015-16: 

provide a description of the 

summative assessment results 

in terms of students’ 

attainment of the CLOs and 

aligned PLOs. 
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Other Comments 

Include any additional information that will help clarify the program’s course assessment 

results. 

Include comparisons to 

any applicable College or 

related UH-System 

program standards, or to 

any national standards 

from industry, 

professional 

organizations, or 

accrediting associations. 

 

Include, if relevant, a 

summary of student 

survey results, CCSSE, 

e-CAFE, graduate-leaver 

surveys, special studies, 

or other assessment 

instruments used that are 

not discussed elsewhere 

in this report. 

 

 

 

Next Steps – Assessment Action Plan 

Describe the program’s intended next steps to improve student learning, based on the 

program’s overall AY 2015-16 assessment results. Include any specific strategies, tactics, 

activities, or plans for instructional change, revisions to assessment practices, and/or increased 

student support. 

Instructional changes may 

include, for example, 

revisions to curriculum, 

teaching methods, course 

syllabi, course outlines of 

record (CORs), and other 
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curricular elements.  

Proposals for program 

modifications may include, 

for example, re-sequencing 

courses across semesters, or 

re-distribution of teaching 

resources, etc. 

 

Revisions to assessment 

strategies or practices may 

include, for example, 

revisions to learning outcome 

statements (CLOs and/or 

PLOs), department or course 

assessment rubrics (criteria 

and/or standards), 

development of 

multi-section/course 

summative assignments or 

exams, etc. 

 

Student support and outreach 

initiatives may include, for 

example, wrap-around 

student services, targeted 

tutoring and/or mentoring, 

etc. 

 

 

 

Part VI.  Cost Per SSH 

Please provide the following values used to determine the total fund amount and the cost 

per SSH for your program: 

General Funds = $   

Federal Funds = $   

Other Funds = $    

Tuition and Fees = $    
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Part VII.  External Data 

If your program utilizes external licensures, enter: 

 
Number sitting for an exam    

Number passed    
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AJ Graduate Survey Nov 2015 

20 responded out of 82 

 

 

1.  After receiving your AS in AJ at HawaiiCC, did you seek employment? 

 

Yes  6  30% 

No  14  70% 

 

Places applied for jobs:  BISAC; Police Department 

 

2.  After receiving your AS in AJ at HawaiiCC, did you transfer to a 4-yr university? 

 

Yes  13  65% 

No  7   35% 

 

Comments:  8 responded that they transferred to UHH 

 

3.  How well did HawaiiCC prepare you to transfer to a 4-yr university? (1-skipped) 

 

Very Well = 9 = 47%   Poorly = 2 = 11% 

Well = 4 = 21%    Very Poorly = 1 = 5% 

Moderately Well = 3 = 16% 

 

4.  What was your major at the 4-yr university? (11 responded/9 skipped) 

 

AJ = 8 

Psychology = 1 

Political Science/Psychology = 1 

AJ/Gender & Women Studies = 1 

 

5.  Did you graduate from a 4-yr university? (17 responded/3 skipped) 

 

Yes   7  41% 

No  10  59% 

 

Comments:  UHH – 5; UH-WO 1 (not all respondents commented) 

 

6.  Did you attend graduate school? 

 

Yes  5  25% 

No  15  75% 
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Comments: (not all respondents responded) 

University of Cincinatti (Online) – still in process 

UH Manoa – Masters in Social Work 

 

 

 

7.  How well did HawaiiCC prepare you for employment? (1-skipped) 

 

Very Well  6 32% 

Well   5 26% 

Moderately Well 6 32% 

Poor   1  5% 

Very Poor  1  5% 

 

8.  What is your current employment status? (1-skipped) 

 

Employed full-time (35 hrs or more per wk)  10  53% 

Employed part-time (less than 20 hrs per wk) 2  10% 

Active Military duty     0  0 

Full-time homemaker     0  0 

Unemployed and seeking a job   3  16% 

Unemployed and not seeking a job   1    5% 

Retired       0  0 

Other       3  16% 

 

Comments:  Self-employed; full-time student 

 

9.  If you are employed, where is your job located? (16 responded/4 skipped) 

 

Hilo   14  87% 

Kona   0  0 

Neighbor Island 2  13% 

 

Comments as to job positions:  General manager; Case Manager; Mental Health Counselor; 

Business owner; Athletic staff; Assistant Area Manager 

 

10.  Please use the space below to enter any additional comments you would like to share 

about your HawaiiCC experience (ie:  what was your most memorable experience OR 

What you would suggest to improved your community college experience) 

 

Comments: 
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My most memorable experiences has to be with the Administration of Justice ohana.  I really 

enjoyed the ong night courses as the students and instructors were like a family.  I also 

enjoyed the Kamoleao project.  I was blessed with the experience to work with community 

members and inmates in developing an area in the Panaewa community.  My Kamoleao 

project experience was by far the most fun and interactive community service project that I 

have ever done.  Overall, I love the instructors because they really care.  I suggest continuing 

to acquire future instructors like my HCC instructors who really care not only about the 

students success, but also about our community that we live in. 
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Administrative of Justice Career Conversations     

HawCC & KS Kilohōkū     

Tuesday, April 5, 2016     

ID School  Major Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 
Similar 
Events   

1   
Admin. Of 
Justice SA SA SA SA SA SA No   

2   
Admin. Of 
Justice SA SA SA SA SA SA No   

3 HawCC Liberal Arts SA SA A A SA SA No   

4   
Admin. Of 
Justice SA SA SA SA SA SA No   

5 HawCC NA SA SA   SA SA SA No   

6   
Admin. Of 
Justice SA SA SA SA SA SA No   

7 UHH 
Admin. Of 
Justice A SA A SA SA SA No   

8   
Admin. Of 
Justice A N A N A SA No   

9   ES A A N A A A No   

10   
Admin. Of 
Justice SA SA SA SA SA SA No   

11 UHH 
Political 
Science & AJ SA SA SA SA SA SA No   

12 HawCC   N SA N N A SA No   

13 UHH 
Women 
Studies & AJ SA A A A A SA Yes 

Woman 
Issues in the 
workforce; 
Celebration 
for 
Mirconeasian 
woman 

14   AJ A A   A A A No   

15   Automotive A SA A SA A A No   

16 UHH 
Admin. Of 
Justice SA A A A A SA No   

17 UHH 
Psychology & 
AJ A A N A SA SA No   

18     SA SA SA SA SA SA No   

19 HawCC 
Admin. Of 
Justice A SA A A A A No   

20   
Admin. Of 
Justice SA SA SA SA SA SA No   

21 HawCC 
Admin. Of 
Justice SA SA A A N SA No   

22   Liberal Arts SA SA SA SA SA SA No   

23 HawCC Liberal Arts SA SA N SA SA SA No   
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24   
Admin. Of 
Justice SA SA SA SA SA SA No   

25     A A A A A SA     

26     N N A A N A No   

27   
Admin. Of 
Justice N A SA N N SA Yes High School 

28   
Admin. Of 
Justice SA SA SA SA SA SA No   

29 HawCC 
Admin. Of 
Justice SA SA SA SA SA SA No   

30   Liberal Arts N A N SA N A No   

31   
Admin. Of 
Justice SA SA SA SA SA SA No   

32   
Admin. Of 
Justice A SA SA SA SA SA Yes 

During AJ 
classes 

33   Liberal Arts SA SA SA SA SA SA No   

34   
Admin. Of 
Justice SA SA SA SA SA SA No   

35 HawCC HSER /Subs A A A A A A No   

36 HawCC Liberal Arts SA SA SA SA SA SA No   

37 UHH 
Political 
Science N SA A A N SA No   

38   
Admin. Of 
Justice SA SA SA SA SA SA No   

 

 

 

ID 
List two things that you have learned from 
today's event 

List one thing that you will do as a result 
of this event 

1 Process on being a police officer 
Stay in the AJ field.  Seek a job in 
corrections/probations 

1 
Educational requirements to work in some 
positions   

2 How and when to apply to the police dept. Volunteer more/ Use my resources 

2 To think about future/ gave me advice   

3 Cops don't really have a life I want to swtich my major to AJ 

3 BISAC is a good thing for youth.     

4 Police lifestyle 
Bigger room and more advertisement for 
more people 

4 National parks benefits   

5   

Sessions could be longer; food was good; 
timekeeper a little off; panelist should've 
had microphones 

6 Maintain a perservance in one field Keep on doing my job well 

7 About Youth Challenge programs 
Participate in internships to get to know 
people in the community and get experience 
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7 More about how the police force is   

8 "People need people" Shauntelle Come to more events like this 

8 About Youth Challenge programs   

9 
Officers retired because they don't like new 
technology 

Rethink why I started college and complete 
this final level of education 

9 Over represetation of Hawaii State   

10 
You have to be passionate about your chosen 
career 

Be passionate and willing to help people/ 
society out there 

10 Education is the pathway to your career   

11 
Have a passion to back up your actions = be 
movitated Visit more events 

11 Be authentic = show your passion Be open to talk to more professionals 

12 None None 

13 Be passionate with what you do 
Strive forward and earn my Bachelor's 
Degree 

13 Get connections, make friends   

14 Correction officers role 
Think about what I would do if I become a 
therapist 

14 Therapying juveniles   

15 
Community connections are just as important 
as education Volunteer work 

15 Officer Reyes- turned me off   

16 

Utilizing culture as an approach for having a 
relationship with a haumana "Who knows 
you" 

Write a business plan for one-stop shop 
resources for youth 

16 Balancing societal issues to fund program   

17 How to incorporate culture in counseling 
Look into something with Substance abuse 
(cert. degree) 

17 How Sub. Abuse can be used in all counseling   

18 
More knowledge about drug related services 
on island 

more about jobs that was represented today 
and how it relates tomy career goals 

18 what help is available out there on the island   

19 Becoming a PO you neeed to learn technology 
Learn more about the law and becoming a 
PO 

19 
Neet to work on spelling, grammar, and learn 
how to write   

20 Vocational Rehab Services Try to help figure out solutions 

21 

learned duties of the professions and benefits 
which give each of them passion to do their 
jobs 

Talk more with people I know that are in the 
field I'm interested in 

22 Blank Blank 

23 

Hardest thing with working with 
teenagers/kids are convincing kids they can 
do something, being real with them and them 
with you 

Finish the rest of my AJ 101 class with an 
deeper interest in what being your thought 

23 
Parents can get in the way of helping the child 
in some cases   
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24 How to wine down after work Be myself and respect all 

24 What is expected of me   

25 blank Blank 

26 Blank 
Inquire, search out information to make 
better choices 

27 Police unions are strong Stanby for police recruits 

27 Federal jobs are an option   

28 Requirements for different careers Continue to research other careers 

28 Risk/ sacrifices of certain careers   

29  How to relax after a long day of work 
Have a greater appreciation for police 
officers 

29 Experience needed to get a certain job   

30 Keep work and home life separate Look into AJ careers 

31 Blank Blank 

32 
The struggle of keeping work and home 
separate Join the AJ club- possibility 

32 professions wear multiple hats   

33 Blank Blank 

34 

Ive learned many things about the type of 
lifestyle and work performance that come 
with working as a police officer 

I will take their advice and use it for my 
future career as a police officer 

35 The value of a SUBS cert Register with the Dept. of Health 

35 The panel speakers are highly educated   

36 
The challenge of suceeding with youth 
counseling 

Think seriously about narrowing my choice 
for a career in AJ 

36 
How committed these professionals are 
working with their clients   

37 Volunteer or work temp job to get foot in door 
I will not work in law enforcement but I may 
seek another AJ career option 

37 Lost of options besides traditional AJ jobs   

38 Having passion and respect 
Encourage others to attend this particular 
meeting 

38 Helping people   
 

 

ID 

List two things that you 
have learned from 
today's event 

List one thing that you will do as a 
result of this event 

1 
Process on being a police 
officer 

Stay in the AJ field.  Seek a job in 
corrections/probations 

1 
Educational requirements 
to work in some positions   

2 
How and when to apply to 
the police dept. Volunteer more/ Use my resources 

2 
To think about future/ 
gave me advice   
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3 
Cops don't really have a 
life I want to swtich my major to AJ 

3 
BISAC is a good thing for 
youth.     

4 Police lifestyle 
Bigger room and more advertisement 
for more people 

4 National parks benefits   

5   

Sessions could be longer; food was 
good; timekeeper a little off; panelist 
should've had microphones 

6 
Maintain a perservance in 
one field Keep on doing my job well 

7 
About Youth Challenge 
programs 

Participate in internships to get to 
know people in the community and get 
experience 

7 
More about how the police 
force is   

8 
"People need people" 
Shauntelle Come to more events like this 

8 
About Youth Challenge 
programs   

9 

Officers retired because 
they don't like new 
technology 

Rethink why I started college and 
complete this final level of education 

9 
Over represetation of 
Hawaii State   

10 
You have to be passionate 
about your chosen career 

Be passionate and willing to help 
people/ society out there 

10 
Education is the pathway 
to your career   

11 

Have a passion to back up 
your actions = be 
movitated Visit more events 

11 
Be authentic = show your 
passion Be open to talk to more professionals 

12 None None 

13 
Be passionate with what 
you do 

Strive forward and earn my Bachelor's 
Degree 

13 
Get connections, make 
friends   

14 Correction officers role 
Think about what I would do if I 
become a therapist 

14 Therapying juveniles   

15 

Community connections 
are just as important as 
education Volunteer work 
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15 
Officer Reyes- turned me 
off   

16 

Utilizing culture as an 
approach for having a 
relationship with a 
haumana "Who knows 
you" 

Write a business plan for one-stop 
shop resources for youth 

16 
Balancing societal issues 
to fund program   

17 
How to incorporate 
culture in counseling 

Look into something with Substance 
abuse (cert. degree) 

17 
How Sub. Abuse can be 
used in all counseling   

18 

More knowledge about 
drug related services on 
island 

more about jobs that was represented 
today and how it relates tomy career 
goals 

18 
what help is available out 
there on the island   

19 
Becoming a PO you neeed 
to learn technology 

Learn more about the law and 
becoming a PO 

19 

Neet to work on spelling, 
grammar, and learn how 
to write   

20 Vocational Rehab Services Try to help figure out solutions 

21 

learned duties of the 
professions and benefits 
which give each of them 
passion to do their jobs 

Talk more with people I know that are 
in the field I'm interested in 

22 Blank Blank 

23 

Hardest thing with 
working with 
teenagers/kids are 
convincing kids they can 
do something, being real 
with them and them with 
you 

Finish the rest of my AJ 101 class with 
an deeper interest in what being your 
thought 

23 

Parents can get in the way 
of helping the child in 
some cases   

24 
How to wine down after 
work Be myself and respect all 

24 What is expected of me   

25 blank Blank 

26 Blank 
Inquire, search out information to 
make better choices 

27 Police unions are strong Stanby for police recruits 

27 Federal jobs are an option   
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28 
Requirements for different 
careers Continue to research other careers 

28 
Risk/ sacrifices of certain 
careers   

29 
 How to relax after a long 
day of work 

Have a greater appreciation for police 
officers 

29 
Experience needed to get a 
certain job   

30 
Keep work and home life 
separate Look into AJ careers 

31 Blank Blank 

32 
The struggle of keeping 
work and home separate Join the AJ club- possibility 

32 
professions wear multiple 
hats   

33 Blank Blank 

34 

Ive learned many things 
about the type of lifestyle 
and work performance 
that come with working as 
a police officer 

I will take their advice and use it for 
my future career as a police officer 

35 The value of a SUBS cert Register with the Dept. of Health 

35 
The panel speakers are 
highly educated   

36 
The challenge of suceeding 
with youth counseling 

Think seriously about narrowing my 
choice for a career in AJ 

36 

How committed these 
professionals are working 
with their clients   

37 
Volunteer or work temp 
job to get foot in door 

I will not work in law enforcement but 
I may seek another AJ career option 

37 
Lost of options besides 
traditional AJ jobs   

38 
Having passion and 
respect 

Encourage others to attend this 
particular meeting 

38 Helping people   
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE CLUB
2015 – 2016 



AJ CLUB OFFICERS 2015-2016 AY

Petilisa “Ena” Tilini-Livai
AJ Club President



AJ CLUB OFFICERS 2015-2016 AY

Kaely “Hina” Delaries
AJ Club Vice President



AJ CLUB OFFICERS 2015-2016 AY

Kaleb Matthews
AJ Club Secretary



AJ CLUB OFFICERS 2015-2016 AY

Madeline 
“Maddie” Taomia
AJ Club Treasurer



AJ CLUB & STUDENT VOLUNTEERS 

Working together
(Laulima)



WEEKLY MEETINGS

Planning projects on campus and 
in the community.

RESPONSIBLE LEADERSHIP!!
(kuleana)



27TH ANNUAL FAMILY PEACE WALK & VIGIL
OCT 30, 2015 IN HILO

Bringing awareness and learning 
about domestic violence issues in 

Hilo

Experiential Learning  &
Community Engagement



27TH ANNUAL FAMILY PEACE WALK & VIGIL
OCT 30, 2015 IN HILO



AJ CLUB CHRISTMAS LUNCHEON
DEC 18, 2015



13TH CAREER OPPORTUNITIES EXPO
FEB 18, 2016

Talking story with Lanakila
students

In the spirit of 
“kauhale”



HawaiiCC AJ 
students interacting 

with HawaiiCC
Carpentry majors

13TH CAREER OPPORTUNITIES EXPO
FEB 18, 2016

Networking 
with others



3RD ANNUAL HAWAIICC DAY
FEB 26, 2016



3RD ANNUAL HAWAIICC DAY
FEB 26, 2016

AJ Club members and AJ 101 students 
volunteer to set-up exibit table



3RD ANNUAL HAWAIICC DAY
FEB 26, 2016

94 visitors signed in at our exibit table; 
Student volunteers shared information about 
the AJ and SUBS programs with local youth 

from various middle & high schools.



3RD ANNUAL HAWAIICC DAY
FEB 26, 2016

Toilet paper toss game 
was a great hit!!!

Mahalo to AJ Club 
member, Danni Motta, 
for creating the game.



3RD ANNUAL HAWAIICC DAY
FEB 26, 2016

AJ students meet and greet HI County Councilwoman, Val 

Poindexter & UH Board of Regent, Michael McEnerney 



3RD ANNUAL HAWAIICC DAY
FEB 26, 2016

AJ students with Culinary Arts 

majors and Pahoa High School 

teens.



3RD ANNUAL HAWAIICC DAY
FEB 26, 2016



3RD ANNUAL HAWAIICC DAY
FEB 26, 2016

Kea`au Middle School students



Career Conversations Day

Where: Rm. 388‐101 Manono 
Campus

When: April 5th, 2016 (Tuesday)

First session @ 1:00pm ‐ 2:00pm
Second session @ 2:30pm –

3:30pm
*Casual Business attire recommended*

*For more information please contact Kaleb at 
kalebkm@hawaii.edu or 

Donna Madrid @ 808‐934‐2638 and dhkaneko@hawaii.edu

11 – PROFESSIONALS

PARTICIPATED ON 

PANEL

&

58 STUDENTS AND 

FACULTY ATTENDED 

mailto:kalebkm@hawaii.edu
mailto:dhkaneko@hawaii.edu


CAREER CONVERSATIONS 



CAREER CONVERSATIONS



CAREER CONVERSATIONS



CAREER CONVERSATIONS



CAREER CONVERSATIONS



CAREER CONVERSATIONS



CAREER CONVERSATIONS



CAREER CONVERSATIONS



CAREER CONVERSATIONS



CAREER CONVERSATIONS



CAREER CONVERSATIONS



CAREER CONVERSATIONS



UHH-HAWAIICC EARTH DAY FAIR  2016



UHH-HAWAIICC EARTH FAIR 2016

BUS STOP 

STATION

ASSIGNMENT

AN 

AJ CLUB

TRADITION



UHH-HAWAIICC EARTH FAIR 2016

PILI 
CLOSE RELATIONSHIPS

FEEDING WITH LEARNING

MEANINGFUL

VOLUNTEER

EXPERIENCE



THE AJ CLUB WOULD LIKE TO MAHALO FOR 
YOUR LOVE, SUPPORT, & GUIDANCE!!!!

Donnalyn Kalei & Donna Madrid, Co-Advisors
ASUH – HawaiiCC (Student Govt) 

Claudia Wilcox-Boucher  (Food Basket)
Jessica Lerma, Philosopy Instructor

Heidi Dangaran, Kamehameha Schools



2016-2017 AJ CLUB OFFICERS

Kamalani Andrews, President

Leah Castillias – Vice President

Emmaline Villanos – Secretary (no pic)

Loumir Malapit – Treasurer (no pic)



2016 – 2017 AJ CLUB OFFICERS

Loumir Malapitan, Treasurer
Emmaline Villanos, Secretary



2016-2017 AJ CLUB MEETING

Every Fridays 9:00am – 10:00am
Meet at building 388-107 (AJ-SUBS office)

Contact:  Donna Madrid  (Co-Advisor)
dhkaneko@hawaii.edu or (808) 934-2638

mailto:dhkaneko@hawaii.edu
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